
Figure 4. Percentage of mutant-IAV subpopulation in two immunocompromised patients. 
 

Significant differences between qPCR and ddPCR were observed for D32 in patient 1 and for D9 in 
patient 2 (p<0.05). 

NGS quantification for D24 in patient 1 and D7 and D9 in patient 2 were excluded, due to insufficient 
depth of coverage (80-90X). These sampling correspond to very low viral load (Ct= 32.7; 36.1 and 26.5 
respectively). 

 Characterisation of oseltamivir-resistant influenza virus populations in 
immunocompromised patients using digital-droplet polymerase chain 

reaction: comparison with deep sequencing analysis.  
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INFLUENZA A VIRUS (IAV)  

 These RNA viruses are characterized by their 
Hemagglutinin (HA) and Neuraminidase (NA) 

 NA inhibitors (NAIs) are the only therapeutic 
recommended by the WHO (mainly oseltamivir) 

 In A(H1N1) viruses, resistance to oseltamivir is 
caused mostly by H275Y-NA mutation [1] 

 Resistance to NAIs is found especially  in 
immunocompromised patients that excrete 
viruses for a long time  [2] 
 

DIGITAL-DROPLET PCR (ddPCR) 

 ddPCR is an optimization of PCR technology 
using an emulsion  [3] 

 Each droplet is analysed as a unique bio-reactor 
 This technique could measure an absolute 

quantification without a quantification range 

Improved quantification performances of the ddPCR 

Clinical application of ddPCR technology in immunocompromised patients 

Technical limitations in droplet analyses remain to be optimized 
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c) Figure 3. Performances comparison between qPCR 
and ddPCR in artificial dilution range  
a) ddPCR quantification in mutant-IAV dilution range with constant WT-IAV quantity  
b) qPCR quantification in mutant-IAV dilution range with constant WT-IAV quantity 
c) ddPCR quantification in WT-IAV dilution range with constant mutant-IAV quantity 
d) qPCR quantification in WT-IAV dilution range with constant mutant-IAV quantity 
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Figure 2. Characteristics of samples 
Specimens at  D14, D32 and D46 for patient 1 and at D7, D9 for patient 2 were 
sampled during oseltamivir treatment exposure 

Figure 1. Pipeline of analysis 
Quantification by ddPCR and qPCR were done on triplicates to ensure statistical 
comparison feasibility. For clinical samples, NGS data were considered as gold 
standard and retained for coverage >100X 

b) a) 

Figure 5. Graphical representation of the droplets 
discrimination on QuantaSoft® software using a probe system 
Figures a) and b) were issued from the same ddPCR run, using the same matrix, reactive and thermal 
conditions. Number of droplets generated were nearly the same and were considered as sufficient 
(>10,000) to be analyzed. These graphs represent fluorescence amplitude of FAM and VIC fluorochromes. 
Grey points represent double negative droplets (no probes). Green or blue points represent droplets 
containing H275- or Y275- N1 respectively. Orange points represent droplets containing both H275- and 
Y275- N1 at the same time. Pink cross represents manual discrimination of the droplets 

 Fig. 5a represents manual discrimination without any 
equivocal droplets remaining.  Fig. 5b represents a low 
discrimination between droplets.  

 So far, no software can improve the discrimination between 
droplets with the use of 2 probes.  

Manual corrections limit the number of uninterpretable 
samples. 

a) 

b) 

A very powerful technique that could be applied to clinical complicated situations but needs biological and technical optimizations 

 ddPCR is a promising technology [4]. In the influenza field, the quick detection of oseltamivir-resistant subpopulation may improve patient management and epidemiological 
surveillance [5]. 

 User friendly and efficient softwares have to be created especially for the  droplets classification which impacts the quantification of low viral load. 

 To date, there are no data concerning the biological or clinical signification of a low percentage of oseltamivir-resistant IAV in a predominant WT viral population. 

 Extensive cohort studies need to be set up to associate precise oseltamivir-resistant quantification and clinical data in order to define a therapeutic threshold. 

 ddPCR detected 0.14% of WT-N1 in predominant 
mutant-IAV population (vs. 0.55% with qPCR) and 
0.14% mutant-N1 in predominant WT-IAV 
population (vs .1.22 % with qPCR)  

 Variation coefficient was >20% when: 

WT-IAV subpopulation decrease under 1.82% with ddPCR 
and under 25 % with qPCR 

Mutant-IAV subpopulation decrease under 1.82% with 
ddPCR and under10 % with qPCR 

 ddPCR performances were significantly better 
than qPCR performances (p<0.05) 
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